Folding Platform
Ladders

FPS12

with
optional safety
gate

By far the most popular of our products. Designed in
accordance with AS/NZS 1892.1:1996 and fully welded
to AS 1665:2004. It’s lightweight, but still extremely
robust. Constructed for industrial use it really is built to
last. Steps are double welded inside and out, and thick
walled, high grade material is used. The platform is
fabricated from checker-plate measuring 700mm x
400mm. It has an automatic locking spreader bar and
folds up easily for storage or transportation.
Available
from two to eight steps (platform height 0.55m to 2.18m)
all of which are load rated to 150kg. The range of
optional extras includes castors, safety gate, loading tray,
wall mounting bracket and extra handrails.
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Order Pickers
Robust and load rated to 150kg these big units
range in size from 0.5m to 3.0m (platform
heights).
The platform is fabricated from
checker-plate, 900mm x 700mm (or 900mm x
900mm on the bigger models). A safety gate is
also available at the top of the steps to fully
enclose the operator and/or available as a gate
to allow access off the platform. Bigger wheels
can be added to negotiate gravel surfaces.
Designed
in
accordance
with
AS/NZS
1892.1:1996 and fully welded to AS 1665:2004.
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Custom platforms
Mobile access towers, truck loading and work platforms improve worksite safety.
Fully welded aluminium, lightweight and durable. Bridge Aluminium can fabricate to
your specification, or design and fabricate to solve your access problem. Designed
in accordance with AS 1657-1992 and fully welded to AS 1665:2004.
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Lever Platform
The tow lever automatically
lowers the legs when released
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